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KENZI BOOTH

Kenzi showcases the intricacies and depth of detail
within American Oak veneer through its large-faced
slatted design.

Minimal in nature but not short on character, the
backrest is angled backward slightly for comfort. A
squared metal tubing framework supports the timber
elements, mirroring its angular geometries and lines.

How it works
Create a truly unique interior for your space through
our custom booth and banquette manufacturing
process, where we will assist you in finding the
perfect seating solution. Each design carries specific
unit lengths, which can be lengthened and
customised to suit any application.

To get started, we'll need to know:

Your selected booth style;
The intended seating capacity/configuration
of the space;
Your personal touches, selected from available
upholstery and framing finishes (see below).

 

Standard unit dimensions

Height Depth Unit length Seat height
850 mm 580 mm 1200 / 1600

mm 450 mm
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ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Leadtime 5 – 6 weeks

Material Upholstered

Price More than 500

[et_pb_section bb_built="1" global_module="240305"][et_pb_row global_parent="240305"][et_pb_column
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PRODUCT DETAILS

[tabs slidertype="top tabs"] [tabcontainer] [tabtext]Upholstery Options[/tabtext] [tabtext]Frame
Finishes[/tabtext][/tabcontainer][tabcontent]
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Kenzi showcases the intricacies and depth of detail within American Oak veneer through its large-faced slatted design.

Minimal in nature but not short on character, the backrest is angled backward slightly for comfort. A squared metal
tubing framework supports the timber elements, mirroring its angular geometries and lines.

How it works
Create a truly unique interior for your space through our custom booth and banquette manufacturing process, where we
will assist you in finding the perfect seating solution. Each design carries specific unit lengths, which can be lengthened
and customised to suit any application.

To get started, we'll need to know:

Your selected booth style;
The intended seating capacity/configuration of the space;
Your personal touches, selected from available upholstery and framing finishes (see below).

 

Standard unit dimensions

Height Depth Unit length Seat height
850 mm 580 mm 1200 / 1600 mm 450 mm
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